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Message From The Board Chair

As the Chair of the Lethbridge Public Library Board, I am confident that the Board is committed to providing superb library service to the
residents of Lethbridge and area.
It is exciting to see the important partnerships that have been at work providing excellent resources for our patrons, reflected in the
continued increase in circulation at both the Main Branch and The Crossings Branch. The City of Lethbridge is a major partner and we
appreciate the strength of that partnership.
We were happy to help our partners at the
Chinook Arch Regional Library System celebrate
20 years of working together. Lethbridge Public
Library is the resource centre for the System and
provides a valuable function to the entire region
while garnering many benefits.
Another important relationship is with the
Friends of the Library. The Friends do a great
deal of work for the benefit of the Library, are a
valuable asset and complement the work of the
Library. Their passion for the Library is evident
and an inspiration to many. The Booktique and
the annual book sale are their main fundraisers
ensuring that many volunteer hours are spent
in the Library! This year the Friends completed
their financial commitment to the building of
The Crossings Branch, achieved in three years
instead of the projected five years. This is
fantastic!
The Board is also looking forward to the
purchase of a new Bookmobile and retiring
the old one. We are working with City staff in
designing the process whereby this can become
a reality.
The Word On The Street was once again a
resounding success. Though this was only the second time we have run this event, it has rapidly become the key event for the Library
and it is a popular event drawing popular authors.
In conclusion, the Board is grateful for the diligent work of our staff. The Satisfaction Survey showed that our patrons are very pleased
with the level of service that they experienced in the Library, not only in customer service but in the high quality of materials and the
efficiency with which the service is delivered.
I extend a hearty “Thank You” to all of our patrons for supporting the Library and providing excellent feedback in how we can continue
to provide the resources that you need. We look forward to continuing our service to you.
Vic Mensch
Chair Lethbridge Public Library Board
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Board Members
Our Vision: To be the community’s choice for the pursuit of
learning; the pursuit of leisure; the pursuit of innovation and the
pursuit of literacy.
Our Mission: Lethbridge Public Library exists to provide residents
and guests connections to a universe of ideas, resources,
information, entertainment and experience in a vibrant setting. It
is the community’s gateway to literacy and to life-long education
and learning.

Donna Hunt
(Chair until November 2012)

Vic Mensch, Chair
Peter Portlock Vice-chair
Evelyn Sterenberg
Moira Watson
David Nussbaumer
Robert Cooney
Brie Schindell
John Carstairs
Alderman Faron Ellis
Elisabeth Hegerat,
Acting Director .
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Message From The Director (Acting)
2012 was a year of continued growth and change for the Lethbridge Public Library.
The Blockbusters collection of new release box office hit movies, introduced in the fall of 2011, has continued to grow in popularity. This
spring, we added TopReads, a collection of the most popular fiction and non-fiction books. Like Blockbusters, TopReads has multiple
copies of new, in-demand items for immediate access. This year, bestsellers like The Hunger Games and Fifty Shades of Grey debuted
alongside other familiar names like Nora Roberts, P.D. James and David Baldacci.
Our digital collections are also expanding rapidly. Zinio, a database of downloadable magazines, is one of our most popular additions.
The Library also offered group training programs that focused on
helping the public access our digital content, and the “Book an
eExpert” program provides one on one help with eReaders.
Of course, there’s always something going on here at the Library!
Big crowds were out for all-ages family events throughout the
year, including a Halloween Monster Mash, a New Year’s Eve
family dance party and a tea for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee with
more than 200 people in attendance. With the launch of a new
weekly drop-in program for tweens in grades five to seven, Friday
afternoon programs for youth range all the way from grades 1 to
12. One of our more unique events for adults is the Wise Owl Pub
Quiz, monthly at the Owl Acoustic Lounge. And we were all very
proud of the volunteers from our Read On Adult Literacy Program
for receiving the Workplace Diversity Award at the 2012 Immigrant
Achievement Awards presented by Lethbridge Family Services.
It was a glorious fall day for the second annual The Word On The
Street outdoor literary festival. Authors, musicians, poets and
various performers were out with a crowd of more than 3,000
people, six venues, 73 presenters and 53 exhibitors. Select notable
highlights were aboriginal author Drew Hayden Taylor, children’s
author Kit Pearson, comic artist Scott Chantler, storyteller Aubrey
Davis, gardening expert Donna Balzer and poet Genni Gunn.
A new Bookmobile is on our horizon and we have been extremely
gratified at the support from our community. Our donors are
a diverse group, including everyone from Telus to our own
Bookmobile customers. Students from Lakeview School, a regular
Bookmobile stop, donated more than $800 raised with a used
book sale.
With such a year full of accomplishments and growth behind us, I
am looking forward to see what the next year brings!
Elisabeth Hegerat
Director (Acting)
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Creating the experience for
Library customers involves
innovation and new directions
so 2012 provided a traditional
or digital experience or a
combination-tradigital, (a
newly coined phrase that
works for us) that allowed
Library resources to be both
real and virtual in accessibility.
Moving forward, the Library
responded to the high
demand for bestsellers by
offering a new TopReads
Collection and for those who
love their screens, magazines
were available online with
Zinio.
New programs were created
just for ‘tweens’ and many
of the year’s celebrations
centred on bringing children
and adults together to
celebrate. As the lending
and borrowing of digital
content (eBooks, magazines,
and databases) continued
to grow, gadget guides and
instructional sessions were
developed to assist customers
with the technology.
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It’s About Shaping ‘What We Do Best’ To Suit Our Customers

Say Hello to the TopReads Collection and Browsing for Bestsellers
This collection, which includes the newest fiction, nonfiction and high demand titles, provides quick access to books that customers
previously would have waited weeks to read as their name slowly climbed to the top of the ‘holds’ list. The excitement surrounding
TopReads is generated by the fact that new titles are added every week. Billed as the popular books most customers are searching for,
the Library invites customers to drop in any day of the week to discover what’s available on the TopReads’ shelves either at the Main
Branch or at The Crossings Branch and to ‘pick it up today’- something Library customers have been dreaming about for a long time.

Answering Questions Still a High Priority for Library Staff
“While new programs were developed, new databases added and one new collection created (TopReads) and more ways to download
eBooks offered (Freading), Information Services continued to respond to questions: over 18,000 reference questions were answered,
946 people had their eBook or eReader questions answered, nearly 750 questions about BiblioCommons questions were answered.
Homebound and Interlibrary Loan services also continue to thrive and grow.”

- Pat Schieman, Manager Information Services
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Transforming Your Online Experience To Great!

d.

Digital R

Digital Content, Playing with Apps and Accessing Magazines On Your Tablet
Step 1: Offer it
Step 2: Show customers how to use it
We love magazines, especially unlimited access. Library customers will never be stuck reading old magazines in a waiting lounge again.
Through the option of Zinio and a Library card customers have the opportunity to read magazines with full graphics and text online.
Customers are able to access up to 76 popular titles at www.lethlib.ca including favourites like Canadian Living, Maclean’s, National
Geographic, Reader’s Digest and Consumer Reports. A survey at one of the first training sessions indicated that 78% of those attending
planned to use Zinio on their tablets. Since September there were 324 new users and over 6,500 clicks or magazine issues were
downloaded, so most of those new users are choosing multiple magazines each, says Raj Sritharan, Online Services Librarian.
‘How to Use’ Zinio sessions were offered by Library staff and Information Services provided eReader guides for the Kobo, iOS (Apple)
devices and Adobe Digital Editions 2.9 as well as the Sony Reader guide for downloadable eBooks. The popularity of eBooks continues
to outpace any expectations: over 32,000 ebooks were checked out in 2012 and nearly 1,300 new OverDrive customers discovered the
advantages of digital books. Book an eBook Expert Service helped 113 individuals learn how to use Library resources on their mobile
devices.

The World’s Largest Online Family History Resource At Your Fingertips
Ancestry Library Edition is available to anyone accessing http://ancestrylibrary.proquest.com from the Library’s Internet connection.
Ancestry contains billions of official records for individuals from North America, the UK, Europe, Australia and more. Answers await
everyone—whether professional or hobbyist, expert or novice, genealogist, or historian—inside the more than 7,000 available
databases. Here, you can unlock the story of YOU with sources like censuses, vital records, immigration records, family histories, military
records, court and legal documents, directories, photos and maps.
Ancestry Librarian edition is proving to be a popular asset, in 2012, 22,367 searches were conducted. Assistance with using this resource
is available through appointments with librarians in Information Services.

The Numbers:
•

Total Database usage = 105,521

•

Lethbridge Herald Newspaper archives searches: 32,424

•

Consumer Reports.org: 13,922 page views

•

Mango sessions: 1,846

•

PressDisplay users: 3,491

@Fatale83: @LethLib Love your Zinio
service! You have a great selection of
titles to choose from. Love Women’s
Health and the entertainment mags
so far.
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Linking With Others To Create Unique Ways To Share
Freading Offers A New Way To Access Additional eBooks
Along with all public libraries in Alberta, Lethbridge Public Library invites its customers to enjoy Freading. It is

accessible through www.lethlib.ca and allows simultaneous access to a broad collection of over 20,000 titles
available from a variety of small and independent publishers with new books added weekly. Freading has 382
patrons registered at LPL and 530 for the region overall. The region has checked out 2,752 Freading eBooks, of
which, 1,419 were unique titles.

Just like the Library’s OverDrive collection, there are no late fines for Freading eBooks. They simply expire at
the end of two weeks and can then be renewed for two more weeks if more reading time is desired. Freading
is funded through the Provincial Government and The Alberta Library (TAL) as a pilot project and it will be
available to all Alberta public libraries until May 1, 2013. TAL is a province-wide consortium allowing member libraries to work
together to find solutions and seize new opportunities.

We Invite You To Experience A Library Trivia Challenge At The Pub
Once a month since October 2012, two of LPL’s intrepid librarians have been hosting a pub quiz at the Owl Acoustic Lounge.
The librarians brainstorm a list of trivia questions, ranging from sports and pop culture, to literature and world history. Some
favourite questions include:
•
•
•

What is the name of Dr. Evil’s pet cat?
What is the title of J.K. Rowling’s new adult novel?
What is the only bird that can fly backwards?

Teams compete for two rounds and the team with the most points at the end of the night wins a fancy Library trophy and
a round of beer. The pub quiz raises the profile of the Library in the community and helps us reach out to non-traditional
customers. Public response has been great – between 40 and 50 people attend the trivia nights – even in the middle of a
snowstorm!
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Engaging Young Minds And Launching Interactive Adventures
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The Crossings Branch Fireplace Creates An Ideal Gathering Space
The Crossings Branch had an eventful year on the City’s west
side. Pre-schoolers and parents have been quick to take
advantage of new program offerings: our weekly Storytime
Adventures began including a fun craft, bringing upwards of 75
people to the Friends Place every Wednesday, and Rhyme Time
by the fireplace is also a big success. Our Saturday afternoon
stitching circle is still going strong as is the Seniors Café Chat
group that meets Thursday mornings.

The Numbers:
At The Crossings Branch
•
•
•
•
•
•

341,066 items were borrowed from our
collection
156,405 people visited
41,892 questions were answered at our front
desk
10,543 kids came to storytimes and movies
24,793 people logged on to our computers
1,467 people played video games in the teen
space

Visiting The Crossings Branch in 2012 were: tattoo artists at
the teen program, local and nationally renowned poets shared
their material by the fireplace, Musaeus wowed audiences with
classical quartet music, and authors entertained book fans with
up-close-and-personal readings. Equally exciting for staff were
the visits from elementary classes, day care groups, Scouts,
Guides and more – it’s always such a pleasure to meet 30 happy,
smiling faces all at once!

Write Your Novel Here!
“One day, I’d like to write a novel. This
November, the excuses stop and the
madness begins.” The Library challenged
anyone who fancied themselves as the
next Rowling to take part in Nanowrimo
(National Novel Writing Month) by offering
drop-in writing space for adults. Young
novelists were invited to participate in the
Nanowrimo Young Writers’ program which
was hosted at The Crossings Branch and
featured a kick-off party, write-ins, activities,
snacks and a wrap-up party. The goal was to
write an entire novel in just 30 days.
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Reinstating The Tradition Of Large Community Parties!

Hear-Ye! Hear-Ye! We Were Royally Pleased To Host
A Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Extravaganza

In honour of the Queen, the Library held a party in conjunction with the Big Lunch program in the
United Kingdom which encourages neighbours to get together and share a meal (and is patronized by the
Duchess of Cornwall).The entire Library was covered in Union Jacks, bunting and (of course) pictures of
corgis. The all-ages program included a royal picnic attended by many tiny princesses, princes, mermaids,
musketeers and even a dragon. There was a costume contest, crafts, movies, prizes and more in the
Theatre Gallery.
Upstairs, Jane Harris Zsovan from the Monarchist League of Canada spoke on the history of the
monarchy in Canada and presented the Library with a rather ‘spiffing’ portrait of Her Majesty. The
highlight for both young and old was a special appearance by Georgie the Corgi. While not one of
Queen Elizabeth’s corgis, Georgie was nonetheless given a royal welcome. Thank you to DavidsTea, the
Lethbridge Musical Theatre Society and the many LPL staff members who gamely donated their time and
teapots.
The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Extravaganza was a majestic triumph enjoyed by commoner and royalty
alike. Fun, family-friendly events such as these bring Lethbridge residents together as a community
whether it is to celebrate royalty or a holiday or just to dress up and have fun or maybe enjoy a cup of
tea with a friend.

The Numbers:
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•

400 people attended the
tea party

•

116 pieces of cake given away

•

75% of attendees wore
costumes

Packing Over 170 Party Goers Into The Theatre Gallery Is Easy
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It’s Always A Good Time!

Dress Up, Listen To A Story, Put On
Your Dancing Shoes, Bring Everyone You Know
“There’s no party like a Library party!” says Children’s Librarian, Corene Maret Brown.
This year, LPL has seen more families, more noise, more goblins and princesses than any other.
The Library has begun a tradition of memorable bashes that started with the Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee Tea, moved on to the popular Mini-Monster Mash and ended with the New Year’s Eve
Family Dance Party. From trick-or-treating through the Library to enjoying a genteel picnic or dancing
in the New Year (2013) with glo-sticks and Gangnam Style, it has been an unforgettable year. “We love busy, loud
and messy at the Library! We are thrilled to be able to offer no-cost, family-friendly events for the community to enjoy,” says
Corene. “Just you wait for the 2013 festivities. It is going to be a legendary year.”
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Revealing The Unique Power Of Reading With Others
TD Summer Club Invites Readers to
“Imagine You”

Sharing the Joy of Reading with
Others

•

Children were encouraged to join the TD
Summer Reading Club, the theme this year
was ‘Imagine You’, at our three locations (the
Main Branch, The Crossings Branch or the
Bookmobile). The 1,600 young participants
who signed up were invited to read a book of
their choice and tell a Library staff member
about the book.

During July and August, the Youth Services
areas came alive with the sound of children
reading aloud.

•

Each week the Club members were awarded
a small prize for their summer reading efforts.
The Wall of Words was very popular with over
3,000 books read at the three locations.

Ready, Set, Read! participants read over
3,800 books at the Main Branch and 1,100 at
The Crossings Branch. Over 200 readers and
volunteers were part of this program, which
gives children who can read and have attended
kindergarten through Grade 3, the opportunity
to read with a volunteer from Grades 4-12.

During the summer months of July and August, Rhyme Time is a Way for Moms to
sunshine or rain, our Youth Services staff came Connect
up with a great line-up of ‘things to do’ which
A free program for caregivers and children
included movie weeks, small ’n Tall, puppet
(babes to 4 years), Rhyme Time uses rhymes,
shows, storytime adventures, Babes in the
songs and stories to help develop a child’s
Library and Time for 2’s.
language and pre-literacy skills.
(Funding for Rhyme Time is provided by Alberta
Advanced Education through the Family Literacy
Initiative Fund.)

•
•
•

The Numbers

A 9% increase in
circulation of children’s
materials at the two
branches
People checked out over
61,000 picture books in
2012
Storytellers-at-Large
visited over 235
classrooms
Youth Services held over
760 children’s programs
Staff toured over 600
students through the
branches.

Meet Your Hero at the Library
Superheroes don’t exist just on paper
or the silver screen. Lady Thor and
tiny Captain America visited the Youth
Services at the Main Branch to read
some comic books between missions.
Library staff also donned superhero
costumes for the 2012 Library
Whoop-Up Days parade float.
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Encouraging Team Spirit And Individual Excellence

What is a Tween Anyway?

“They are a
fantastic age
group to work
with,” says
Children’s
Librarian, Corene
Maret Brown.
“We have them
crowded outside
the door before
the program
begins and as
soon as the door
opens, they
rush in and start
getting their
hands dirty.”

You can find them everywhere in Lethbridge.
From the mall, to the swimming pool and now in
the Library!
Tween is a word used to describe the group who
are past childhood and not quite teens. They have their own set of needs, style and interests. One of
the fastest growing demographics, they are often overlooked when it comes to programs and things
to do in the community.
Tween programs were launched in September to meet this growing and enthusiastic population.
The Tween Book Club at The Crossings Branch enjoys hot chocolate, tea and skittles while they chat
about the books of the month. Each reader shares their favourite book from a themed list provided
the month before and engages in spirited debate over which is the best.
Every Friday at the Main Branch, a large group of tweens meet to enjoy activities, crafts, games
and prizes on a new theme every week. Activities have included everything from board games to
Mythbusters science experiments to chocolate making. In combination with a program called ‘That
Friday Thing’ (for Grades 1 – 3) and teen programs, the Library now offers after-school programs for
students of all ages. The groups have often joined forces for large-scale fun - especially for programs.
During the Christmas party, the teens were helping the tweens and the tweens were helping the
younger children decorate cookies.

Have You Heard the Buzz?

The popularity of cell phone texting among young people is a known fact – but will it influence kids to spell incorrectly? Many parents
are welcoming the popularity of spelling bees. The Library was abuzz with students for the 3rd Annual Spelling Mini-Bee on February
18. Thirty-three students in Grades 1-3 took to the stage in a bee that lasted 13 suspense-filled rounds and progressed to the Grade
8 spelling level. The Mini-Bee champion was Jaime Jakovljevic. Thanks to those who volunteered to be on the judging panel, the
University of Lethbridge Literature Club volunteers, the Engravers for donating the trophy and all the parents and coaches.
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Finding The Learning Experience That Fits Your Lifestyle

What have Adult Literacy Students and
Tutors Been Up To?
Whether it’s writing ‘Love Stories’ about Canada,
meeting with their tutors, taking conversation
classes or sharing their experiences at a Read On
Adult Holiday Party, the success stories are fantastic
including a Speechcraft Class graduation ceremony and headline news:
Lethbridge Public Library/ Read On Adult Learning Program Tutors Won
the Workplace Diversity Category of the 2012 Immigrant Achievement
Awards. On Friday afternoons, at Immigrant Services, Joanne Nemeth, Sheila
Urban, and Teena Cormack facilitate a lively conversation class for Bhutanese
seniors. The Library was excited to receive the news that these tutors won this
community award.
There are 26 students registered in this class; and five students on a waiting
list. “Three tutors are co-teaching this class but we are above our registration
limit. When we tried to explain to the students that their friends would have
to go on a waiting list they just laughed and new registrants continued to
come” says Lil Radley, Literacy Services Coordinator. This group of seniors
has made amazing strides. Three other conversation classes are now offered:
Bhutanese 50+ on Mondays (six students), Beginner level on Wednesdays (6
students) and Intermediate level on Saturdays (6 students). These classes are
designed to work on three goals: to help students feel comfortable speaking
English in front of others, to help them learn to listen and understand accents
different from their own and to improve vocabulary.

The Numbers:
•

155 volunteers, 255 students

•

8,818 hours spent by volunteers tutoring and
teaching classes

•

11 small classes offered

unity Pl.
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“I would like to
thank Read On for
your partnership in
the Come Together
Alberta library videos
(on LPL website and
at http://www.you
tube.com/
ImmigrateToAlberta.)
It was inspiring to
see people taking
advantage of the
many services
provided. It is a
testament to how
important these
resources are to
those who move
from other parts of
the country and the
world. Thanks to
your participation,
newcomers will
be aware of the
resources and
supports available to
make connections,
build a positive
life and feel at
home in their new
community.”
-Amy Beechey

Immigration Division,
Enterprise and Advanced
Education
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Faces of the Festival

An autumn festival lets us connect with
people, enjoy the last visages of warm sun
and creates the feeling that life is meant to
be savoured and enjoyed to the max. When
you combine face painting, silk-screening,
button making, potato printing, flag printing,
typewriter activities, a giant Mad Libs
competition, a superhero storytime and a
Mad Hatter’s Tea Party with some smokin’
bands you’ve got a fabulous event, which is
what the 2nd annual The Word On The Street
Festival accomplished on September 23.

“The Library built on last year’s successes as we drew talent from the community, the province and across the country. We
had authors, storytellers, musicians, publishers and poets and discussions on everything from gardening and local history
to publishing and comics. There was a great line-up of activities for children and teens. The best thing is that the entire
Festival was free!” says Elisabeth Hegerat, Acting Director.
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Definitely A Day To Remember

Attended last year
Wanted to check out a new festival
Listen to the author, publisher and discussion talks
Buy books and magazines
Participate in children's activities and events
Check out the food vendors
Hear the music performances
Other

Thanks to Sponsors, Staff and Volunteers:
A & R Tent Rentals, Allied Arts Council, Bikebridge, City of Lethbridge Community
Services, City of Lethbridge Parks Crew, Community Foundation of Lethbridge
and Southwestern Alberta, Country 95.5 & Bee 93.3, DELF/DALF Centre, Desert
Winds Belly Dance, Downtown BRZ, Drama Nutz, Friends of the Lethbridge
Public Library, Galt Museum & Archives, H & R Transport, Heart of our City, Helen
Schuler Nature Centre, Lethbridge Children’s Literature Roundtable, Lethbridge
Custom Canvas, Lethbridge International Airshow Association, Lethbridge Roller
Derby, Lethbridge Volkswagen, McLellan Fencing, Mediatheque, Milestone
Mazda, MNP, Native Women’s Transition Home Society, Pixelworks, ReMax,
SAAG, Save On Foods, SK Signs, Streatside Eatery, Sutton Group, TD Canada Trust,
the Lethbridge Herald, University of Lethbridge, University of Lethbridge Art
Gallery, University of Lethbridge Bookstore, Vintage Media, Visions Electronics,
Visit Lethbridge.com, Volunteer Lethbridge.

The Numbers:
Estimated attendance
Programming segments
Venues and stages
Total presenters
Exhibitors and vendors

3,200
52
6
73
53

What a great group of
people! It was a real pleasure
to attend WOTS Lethbridge
for my first visit to the city.”
- Susan Aihoshi, author
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Gathering Together The Ideas That Help Us Move Forward
New Plan of Service In Place
For 2013-2017
Based on almost two years of study, consultation and
planning, the Plan of Service, positions the Library
to provide for the even more diverse and complex
creative and information needs of the community.
In this time of fast changing technology, information
needs, tools and formats, the Library Board has sought
to create a balance between the needs of the Library
customers who require the latest information and
tools and those who enjoy the traditional tools.
The five areas the Library will focus on are: Visit a
Comfortable Place, Stimulate Imagination, Know Your
Library, Express Creativity and Discover Your Roots.

Friends Celebrate 20th Anniversary
Author evenings
at the Library
included Amy
Bright, David
Poulsen, Evelyn
Yee-Fun Lau, Don
Aker, Kit Pearson
and Aubrey Davis.

Berries & Cream with the Ivory Strings

Volunteers were invited to celebrate summer with berries, music and a
stroll through the Millennium Garden. Our 411 volunteers contributed
13,689 hours in 2012!
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In November the Friends of the Library celebrated
their 20th Anniversary as a Society dedicated to
supporting the Library.
Over the years the Friends have run numerous
casinios, books sales, managed the Booktique at
the Main Branch and The Crossings Branch and
facilitated other events to raise funds to augment
the funding for special projects and programs at the
Library. The Friends has
a long association with
the Banff Mountain Film
Festival World Tour and
the Millennium Garden. Recently the Friends have
supported The Word On The Street Festival in a variety
of ways.

Inspiring Lovers Of Crafts, Music, Travel And Saving Money
Highlighting The Art of Crafts

Take a Seat and Prepare to be Awed
by the Performances
Music programs at the Library were popular: the
Healing Sounds Concert Series ran three programs
with an attendance of over 225 people; Cellisimo,
(an evening of mello Cellos) filled the Gallery to
capacity with music by Bach, Bernstein, Schubert
and Apocolyptica.

For the first time, The Library offered a series of craft programs that included: a
crafty film: “Exit Through the Giftshop”; a hands-on introduction to “Upcycling
and Paper Crafts”; and “The Art of Quilting”, an informative session and
discussion of quilting as an art form presented by the Lethbridge Centennial
Quilters.
The Library also participated in the Lethbridge Arts Days Craft Petting Zoo by
providing expertise in silk screening, button making, stitching, embroidery,
painting t-shirts, making bookmarks and stamping cards.

The faculty and students of the University of
Lethbridge Music Department partnered a
Valentine’s concert called ‘The Game of Love:
Winners and Losers’, vocally and instrumentally
celebrating both the bitter and sweet side of love.
The Lethbridge Photography Club, in partnership
with the Library, also presented two nights of
PhotoFusion, a multi-media show on the theme
People, Places and Things in March. This event
allows the public to experience some of the best
photography and talent that Lethbridge has to offer.

Making Money Work for You
The Library offered the Money Matters Series in November to bring together volunteers from TD with members of the public desiring
information to improve their financial literacy. The program, received a high satisfaction rating from participants and volunteers.
•

The program consisted of a total of eight hours of material developed by ABC Life Literacy and financial literacy kits which were
given to the participants who work through the program in small groups with the volunteers.

•

The program saw 20 participants for Units 1 and 2, followed by 18 participants for Units 3 and 4. Survey and verbal feedback
suggested a high satisfaction rate among participants and volunteers.

Travel shows included Patagonia: Penguins and
Parks at the Bottom of the World Photography
Show with Mark and Joan Wierzba and a two
night travel lecture presentation entitled A
Journey to the Islands of Indonesia with Beth
Songer and Dennis Shigematsu.
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The Stats Behind The Library’s Success Story

1

all you need is one
helping hand to pin on
a contestant number for the
Spelling Mini Bee

1.4

million+
The number
of times Library items
were circulated in 2012

6,843

The total number
of programs
offered which attracted 80,637 people

1/2

million
visits to
www.lethlib.ca were
recorded

730,460
people visited the Library-Main
Branch, The Crossings Branch
and the Bookmobile

34

The number of Dungeons and
Dragons sessions offered and
attended by 305 people

284

Adult programs (double the number from 2011, more than 3X that of 2010) including in-house and
outreach with an attendance of 5,178

150

The number of burgers served
at the LPL/TELUS Media BBQ
with guest Alberta Deputy Premier Thomas
Lukasziuk
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Where Does Our Support Come From?
City of Lethbridge

84%

Where Does Your Dollar Go?
Staffing

60%

Provincial Per Capita Grant

7%

Operating (Utilities, Insurance, etc.)

Donations and Other Revenue Sources

3%

CARLS Membership Fees

CARLS Resource Sharing Revenue
Program and Project Grants

4%
2%

Library Materials

19%
15%
6%
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Working Together To Purchase A Bookmobile

In 2012, the Library’s Bookmobile Replacement Project included a
‘design your dream bookmobile’ contest sponsored by TELUS. Contest
entry forms were distributed at the Whoop Up Days parade. At a
BBQ after the parade; TELUS presented the Library with a cheque for
$60,000.00 and outlined a new commitment to donate additional
funds when customers purchase a TELUS Optik TV subscription or a
TELUS smartphone from August 2012 to February 2013.
“It was good to see our customers, our local TELUS team and TELUS
itself come together for a program as worthy as this” said Fred
Weinheimer, general Manager for Alberta South. “I look back when I
was a kid and remember being almost as excited when the Bookmobile
showed up in my neighbourhood as I was when the ice cream truck
came down the street.”
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Alberta Culture Minister Heather Klimchuk, who attended the BBQ said “for many people the Bookmobile is a great thrill. Sometimes you look
down the street for it in anticipation. When we can get corporate, community and government together then magic happens.”

Celebrating The Generosity Of Our Donors
Thank you
to everyone
who

G
A
V
E

Bateman, Anthony
Bateman, Drew
Bennett, Diane
Black, John
Bore, Stephen
Bosman, Henry
Braund, Sheila
Brophy, Francine
Butlin, Jean & Jack
Dorge, Doris
Duncan, Don
Dwornik, Gerald
Engravers
Friends of Lethbridge Public Library
Girvan, Janet
Giesbrecht, Colleen
Gogo, John
Harper, Georgean
Heilman, Kirsten
Hemmerling, Mike

Hesse, Gerda & Gudrun
Hubbard, Sharon
Keenan, Erin
Kenny, David
Kereliuk, Gerald & Ruth
Kritz, Mary
Krueger, Janice
LeBlanc, Joseph
Lions Club of Lethbridge
MacKay, Alan F.
Mahnic, Cveta
Malik, Satish
McColl, Meaghan
Melcor Developments Ltd.
Mitchell, Cary
Motherwell, Donna
Parkinson, Brian & Jenni
Perlich, Tammy
Petrakis, Anmari
Pollard, Margot

Rosen, Valeri
Russell, Frank
Sassa, Patricia
Save-On-Foods
Simmons, Margaret
Stevens, John Gordon
Tarleck, Robert
TD Canada Trust
Tent and Grills
Toronto Dominion Bank
Veenendaal, Johanna
Volution LLP
Walker, Greg
White, Amanda
Williams, Alfred
Williams, Patricia
Zhong, Yufeng
Zobell, Toni

Fleetwood Bawden School
students hosted a used
book sale and donated over
$800.00 to the Bookmobile
Replacement Project.

“Since the Bookmobile
comes to our school on
Tuesdays and the Library
is in need of a new
Bookmobile, we thought
we would put our efforts
towards raising funds to
help them out”

- Shanda McKnight
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A Toast to Library customers and to all those who have discovered all the fabulous
benefits of a Library card!
@andge1: In love with @
LethLib!! So many books,
movies, and music to fill my
days. Too bad there wasn’t
more time in a day!

